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Lord Perry 1969 - 1980
Sir John Daniel 1990 - 2001
INSTILL
Integrating New Systems and Technologies into Lifelong Learning

“to invest £10 million in various initiatives that would advance our use of technology in teaching and learning”
OU STUDENTS ONLINE

- 1995 – 5,000
- 1999 – 50,000
- 2000 – 110,000
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The Open University has institutionalised innovation
A.W. (Tony) Bates

Teaching in a Digital Age
Guidelines for designing teaching and learning
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TEACHING IN A DIGITAL AGE
Guidelines for designing teaching and learning

Tony Bates
“to invest £10 million in various initiatives that would advance our use of technology in teaching and learning”
dot.com frenzy
1999-2000
OU = “legacy distance education”
Diana Laurillard
Operates online at
INDUSTRIAL STRENGTH
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For text and slides:
www.sirjohn.ca